
during the year. I do not know if the teachers have been given 
0 

have taken the time to look at all they would_ teach and examine i~ to see if it is relevant to the student Is understanding -and effec. r tive use of communication. J 
I do suspect, when most of the schools attending did not even have a written philosophy of English education for their department, if departments existed at all, that very few of the teachers had adequate reinforcement to sustain them through the period of uncertainty that accompanies the throwing of responsibility for learning back on the students while the teacher functions chiefly to motivate and define a broad task. I do not know whether enough support had been offered in the short time of the Inservice program to sustain teachers through the agony of re-examining materials and methods in view of what they had defined as meaningful to the student. 

• 
I also wonder if the administration in the various schools has been sympathetic to the requests of these English teachers for released time to meet with their own colleagues and in a similar kind of format as we had to examine the subject matter and methodology being used in terms of its relevance to the students. I wonder how many of the teachers who were not touched by this program would b~ sympathetic to such a plan. I hope when I meet my group again at a voluntary meeting this Spring that I can hear reports of the same kind of creative work by students in their classrooms as I see in mine this year. • 

REPORT FOUR 
By MRS. MARLYS C. MACHACEK 

English teacher at Faribault High School 
and parti ci pant at Waseca 

At some time or other, I suspect.that every Senior High School English teacher develops serious doubts about the value of the material he is teaching his students. This questioning began for me at the beginning of my first teaching assignment. Because of deep personal interest as well as special academic preparation, I had decided to begin my English 11 classes with a unit on fron-. tier literature. In addition, such a unit had been written into the State Curriculum Guide; the several textbooks at my disposal contained a reassuring amount of "grist"; our school library was well equipped with fiction dealing with life on the various frontiers. Finally, I felt that such a unit would contain a built-in motivation because the students already possessed a background of TV and movie lore about the Western frontier. 
Student interest appeared high as my classes read many accounts 
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ch exercises as contrasting the of early Amer~can life, and began su T. . 1 . th the "nob 1 e Savage" I d of Parkman, s Oregon ~ w1 . h d realistic n. ians M ffrstmisgivings about what l a . of James Fenimore Cooper. Y hool a er approached me ±01· taught came when a reporter for th~ !~s off~rlng on the Wi l<l \'!est ! an interview abo.ut the new course , 
. "The Struggle for Freedom." I proceeded to my next uni.ht, 1·d1'ty of such a unit being ti • pointed to t e va 1 

• 1 . 
Again, every nng State Guide plentiful library matena ". taught--anthology ~ontei:it, a student i~formed me: "You know' I At the close of this unit, . • I did in history." learned more history in English, than 

h t I had infringed upon an-By now I had an uneasy feeling~ a wi·th relief thnt 1 be-, riculum and 1 t was other depart~ent s c1:1r Ameri~an writers. Here, certainly, I gan a new 1:1ni~ on maJor fines of content which was exclu:;ively would be within ~he con f the American Romantics, the "English," and with the s~ud):' o . I felt reasonably ,:;uecess-1. t and the naturalistic writers, rea is s, . , ful, and my doubts vanisned. 
. . er I continued to wonder at i,hat However, during the su~ aterial between what I had cov-appeared to be an overlapping of_m h"story I realized that it ht taught in American 1 • ered and w a was. . b ·ng duplicated, but that in m)' was not the material which ~as 7~h America's past' I had overapproach to literature deah~~u~:s which are properly th~ subject stressed thos: facts ~nd attlthou h I was unwilling to give up my matter of social stu~ies. h tgdifferent approach to takc,_and units, I was, uncertain as tow a_ training program for Engl1sh d . d that an Inservice . . a when I iscovere . F 11 I determ1 ned to atten , teachers was to be o~f7red. the ~omt~ni ~s ~o be taught as we 11 as hoping for some c~arification ou 

methods for teaching them. 
. . in Waseca I quickly learned At our first Inservice meeting f·rthcoming in the form of that there would be no easy ai:iswers tu Mrs Ruth Lysne, informed . 1 t res Our instruc or, • . . authoritarian ec u • t d to examine the English curr1c-the class that we would be expec e t d and to arrive at our own ulum of the various schools represenI~ g'roups of five we set about d • about any changes• . . recommen at:ons h f" "things" that we 1;ould insist upon compiling lists oft e ive . 1 mat our particular grade level, retaining in the English currbicu u1· . atea' We were also to eval-" h • 11 had to e e 1.min • if all other. t ;,ng~ 11 in li ht of what they would enable the uate these five things d ~ h we thought it important that student to do or understan da~h: y Finally from these five the student do or unddersta1: t~e-major con~ern(s) of English in "things" we were to etermine . its role in the total education process. 

d d'ff'cult and our group confidently s~~: n~~~l / th: short story; composition; the drama; 
This didn't 

began its list: 
poetry. 

a random sampling of the groups' The following remarks represent 
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discussions: 

There. That's five general "things" that Id. 
upon• • . What about bi · . we wou insist 
examined o 1· ography and the essay?: .. We re-

ur 1st. We couldn't . 
the five, but certain! b" very well eliminate any of 
Perhaps we could broady. iography should be included. 
fiction); poetry; comp~;i~~:n~e~~a:rose (fiction and·n~n-

But that's only four We're 
We could add history.of th. I supposed to have five .. 
we can't We f e . anguage. • . Not in grade 11 

• • • orgot speakin t • • • · , assume that speech is . g ac iv1ties ... Can't we 
curriculum? No San ihntegral part of any English 

• • • • peec t • . Oh 11 • cons itutes a separate "th. 
• • , we • Let's evaluate what we have. . ing" 

Now, how vital is it for the I b .. 
poetry? Wouldn't hebe bettero~fa ~htf student to study 
correct usage were reinf d? f if his understanding of 
bound seniors. They alr!:~e k~ • • But I teach only coUege 
many of my students should' .. ow correct usage ... Well 
business letter rather th. ec~aught how to write a simpie 
tion be taught for its owna;ak ;uc~r., •• But can't a selec-
enough?. e. sn t that justification 

. After an hour of trying to defend h . . 
unit or activity in our Ii t .. t e inclusion of some pet 
c?nclusion that nothing wh1ch :: ~e~e d ~orced to the uncomfortable 
vital to all students Th. a iscussed was absolutel:y· 

• . • e only "thing" 11 . survival of the student was I . . . . rea y necessary to the 
guage, and he had learned to ;a~h~g to speak the English Ian
the Senior High School Wa h? h .is fong before he ever reached 
course? Was the teaching o: E1gl. s~hool English, then, a "frill" 
nece:sary? If so, we were alln~u~s at ~he secondary level un
English had a valid place. d ?fa Job. But we knew that 
define its role in a clear1ntetucat1on. Why then couldn't we 
f s a ement • Th· • h rom other courses and th' . h • ~ is ow English differs 

'd ' is is w at it should t h we wou~ be unable to do~ d eac • Obviously 
"short story" and "letter 1:t~n still talk in terms of the , 
• wr1 1ng II w h d . 
ing broader concepts upon which t. b e a to ?egin again, seek

o ase an English curriculum, 

The answer, evident as it. d" 
the end of the three hour peri~~ ni:; li~sdtnhotdcbome easi!Y· By 
read: ' a een revised to 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

s. 

Concepts which we willnot . give up__ 

Teach~ng logical thinking 
Teaching communication 
Teaching profitable use of 
Teaching the knowledge and 
cultural heritage 
Teaching skills to meet the 

leisure time 
appreciation of our 

needs of life 

At our next meeting, as we attempted t 
o restate our five 
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"things" in order of priority, we discovered that one item was 
totally different from and basic to the other four. Unless thi! 
item were pre-supposed, the other four concepts were not only 

• meaningless, but impossible. Recognizing this, we were then ab. 
to articulate the concept that the one vital concern of English 
the one area with which English should be primarily involved, w: 
communication. In fact, so satisfied were we with this re-emph: 
sis, that during the remaining weeks, we used the terms "Englisl 
and "communication" synonomously. 

Now began the search for the principles about communication 
of which our students should be aware. With varying degrees of 
progress, we examined and re-examined all the facets of communi
cation we could think of--oral, written, audio-visual, even 
kinesics and proxemics--until we finally reached a consensus 
about what our students should know in order to communicate mort 
effectively. 
The Student should know: 

1. That he communicates through symbols, of which words art 

2. 
3 . 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

the most common. 
That symbols are arbitrary. 
That some general agreement as to the meaning of symbol! 
must occur between the sender and receiver before commu1 
ication can take place. 
That symbols exist in systems that give them meaning. 
That the symbol systems that are the major concern of 
English are spoken, written, and audio-visual. 
That the meaning of spoken word symbols is dependent up< 
voice inflections, juncture, kinesics, and proxemics. 
That the meaning of the spoken symbols, is dependent u 
word order, context, and frame of reference. 
That the meaning of the written word symbols is depende1 
upon spelling, punctuation, and style. 
That the meaning of audio-visual symbols systems is de
pendent upon previous experience and associations, and 
that they differ from the written and spoken systems in 
immediacy and magnitude. 

10. That all patterns of symbols can be organized into 
sequences arid may be interrelated. 

Here, then, we believed was the heart of an English curriculum-
the point of departure for the examination and/or creation of 
any written, spoken, or audio-visual content. At last we felt 
confident about what the focus of English should be. 

There remained the task of implementing these concepts abou1 
communication and one approach was clearly indicated. As our 
group had inductively reached agreement about the major concern 
of English, and further agreed when we established our prioritit 
that we did not consider the transmission of knowledge to be as 
important for the student as the process of independent learnini 
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we felt that we should explore applying a similar method ~f arri _ ing at conclusions about language and literature in our own clas~rooms. We were convinced from the experience at Waseca·that the main advantage of such an approach would be an increased sense of involvement on the part of the student with his work, because he would be discussing only questions which arose within the group. 
This technique, we felt, used judiciousiy by a teacher in situations requiring the application of previously acquired knowledge to a particular assignment, or in some cases to discover new knowledge, would enable the student to act as a creative and pro- ~ ductive learner, rather than as one who simply consumes the results/ of the instructor's labor and dutifully regurgitates it at exam . time. (By "judicious" I do not mean to imply that we regarded I inductive teaching generally as a method to be used and then stored away until it was again needed. Actually, most of the teachers present practiced this method constantly, to a greater I or lesser degree. "Judicious" simply refers to the decision of a teacher as to whether to inductively elicit answers from the J class as a whole, or to allow the small group to elicit its own conclusions, using both deductive and inductive methods of reason- \ ing.) I 

At the conclusion of the training course, I decided to try the group induction method with a college-bound section in the study of the novel, Huck Finn. Last year, when I taught the same novel, I had relied solely upon the lecture-question-answer method. Now I decided to see how well my students could apply the knowledge gained in a previous unit on satire to Twain's novel. I provided no study guides to chapters 17 and 18 (which deal with Huck's visit to the Grangerfords, and in which Twain satirizes certain customs and values of Southern "aristocracy" during the 1840's ... ). Instead, the students were told to discuss the two chapters within their small groups and at the end of the period present to the class any question to which they did not know the answer, or to offer any conclusive statements they wished to 

l 

l 
I 

make about the material studied. Although one group, after work- f ing an entire hour, offered the somewhat facetious question, "Of l what significance are these two chapters?" the other groups quickly ( got down to specific questions. Because I had a definite idea of \ the conclusions that I expected the groups to arrive at, I rein~ ( forced those "what" questions dealing with social and cultural ·r criticism that I hoped would lead to ''how" questions about ways in which Twain employs satire. ! 
One group felt that Buck Grangerford acted somewhat hardhearted when he replied in answer to Huck's question about the number of deaths claimed by the feud that year, "Yes, we got one and they got one," much as if he were discussing the results of a hunting trip. This "what" question led to the recognition that Twain was employing the device of satire in which a character is made to seem coldly objective about a si tuati.on which calls for a deeper fee ling. 
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. d the Grangerfords have ali Another "what" questio1:--Why doh does Huck think it's beau-that junk on their ma1:tlepi:ce ~~ H:ck•s qualifications to judge tiful?--led to a considerati~nd th t Huck was admiring something beauty The students conclu e a better and this led to the • h d esn't know any · unworthy because : o uh the device of a naive observer, is discovery that .Twain, thro g te in the decor of Southern offering a criticism of the poor tas 
aristocracy• 

. Twain is criticizing some other cuitural An understanding ~hat h h the parody arose from the f Southern ariS t ocracy t roug. but death'?" values o " Emmaline always write poetry a o . -question, Why does d studied parody earlier, and ha~ :n_some Although the students ha 1 tant to openly cr1tic1ze d' s they were re uc . h cases written paro ie , . h t. 1 I read to them ,n t out . anything having to do with d:at F unMi king a New England Funeral comment Ben Franklin's "Receipt s~: t~at Emmaline's "tr_ibutes '_' Elegy." They were the1: ab le. to invei hed against by Frank lln' contained many of the ingredients lly a ;arody of such sentimental d that Emmaline's ode was actua ~;ibutes to the dead, common in those days. 
.. r with the concept of sentimental-Because the class was familia 1 ·t further 1his led to d th groups to exp ore i • ity I encourage. e Emmaline's drawings, in light of what_ a critical appraisal_of ·t and after discussing the morbid they knew about senti~enta~ihydeath which characterized the draw-themes and preoccupation wit the drawing which showed a dis-ings they finall)' focus:d uphonld' a dead bird (feet up) in her ' • ng girl o ing - 1 

traught, weeping you. d th t the grief expressed by the g1r hand. They then reall~en toathe situation, since the other was out of all proportio irl reacting in the same way ~o the drawings showed the same g bl to conclude from this that death of her lover. They wet:e ata~ity in art was critical be-. t't de toward sen imen . th Twain's at i u . d Huck's reactions to em, cause in describing the drawings an 
he is employing irony. 

. . increasingly easy for the stud:nts to Situation irony became_d d the church scene, very little detect, and when they con~i e~~ m to arrive at the conclusion discussion was necessary o: e . through the irony of the •t'cizing hypocrisy that Twain was cri 1 
. ( d . . and discussing the ser-d' • gone thing a miring f d) Grangerfor s sayin d d. not~er (continuing the ue • mon on brotherly love) an oing a 

f" e class periods in both small Al together' we : pent ~bout f ~~A material and at the end of group and general discussion ~l t~ arrive a~ some conclusions that time the students were a e f h'ch may be summed up in the about the chapters, the essence o w i 
following statement: d f Twain's use of satire (irony Through the stu yo . d d • ' critical atti tu e towar and parody),_ Twa:n s. terature and art' the custom sentimentality in 11 

1 f the 19th century of feuding, cultural va ues o 
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Southern aristocracy, and the hypocrisy of· 
organized religion is revealed. 

I discovered in applying the group induction method that th 
role of the teacher as a guide and resource person is &. d;ff, el 

t · · Th . • .cu t one o maintain. e temptation to direct and give answers· i 
whelming while watching the groups flounder helplessly toyinis o~e:r., 

1 · d th ht 1 d • • • ' g with I a va i oug , on y to iscard it for a spurious one. And I d. 
~overed that this temptation to step in and take complete chargels
increases when the teacher has very definite ideas (as I had) b 
the conclusions he wishe!" the students to reach. a out I 

But because the basic questions which led to the formulation 
of the ab~ve state~ent arose within the groups, I am hopeful that 
the learning experience of applying previously acquired knowled 
t~ a new situation will have more relevance for the students an!e 

1 

will be ~or~ lasting than if I had simply pointed out directly I 
that Twain in these chapters was making certain social criticism by ) 
means of satire. 

Another pa)·ticularly versatile way to implement the concepts 
a~out communication is the student-created collage. Although pre
vio1:1sly used by_one of the teachers at the seminar to teach sym
bolism per~. it actually illustrates most of the concepts about 
communication which we believed should be taught. Applicable to 
any content, it was used in this particular ·case with Hemingway's 
short story, "The Old Man at the Bridge." The teacher had asked 
the students to create from any materials they found at home a 
collage which would represent through symbols the characters of 
the story--human and animal. One student presented a gray metal 
plate u~on which he had fixed a bent bolt, a straight nail, two 
small tin cans, and some other freely arranged bits of metal. In 
reco~nizing the bent bolt as the old man, the straight nail as the 
soldier, the salvaged tins as the sacrificial goats and the float
ing pieces of metal as the cat and the doves, stud;nts may be 
taught more than the concept of symbolism in literature. They can 
be brought to see that these particular symbols had meaning for 
them only because they shared a special background--that of having 
read the story. When I used this technique to point up this con
cept, I brought in another student who had not read the story and 
asked her what the symbol which the class recognized as the old 
man stood for. She was able to answer only that it was what it 
looked to be--a nail with some gear arrangement on top of·it. 

l 
I 
i 

I 
i 
\ 
I 

r 
) 

Through comparison of the various collages which my six dis
cussion groups presented, the class also realized that however a (_ 
particular group chose to represent the old man constituted a com- , 
pletely arbitrary decision upon the part of the group, and further,( 
that all symbols were by nature arbitrary. 

The relative ease with which the class agreed that a particular, 
symbol represented the old man, compared with the varying inter-
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pretations of those symbols meant to stand for the doves_ (which 
because of their abstract connotations of freedom and flight 
made them more difficult to express symbolically than concrete 
connotations such as "old" and "worn out" which suggested the 
old man) demonstrated effectively that as meaning moves from the 
concrete to the abstract, the communicative process becomes more 
difficult and subject to misinterpretation. 

The inter-relation of the symbol systems is also evident in 
this project. The visual communication from the creator of the 
collage to the class is in this case completely dependent upon 
the written communication between Hemingway and the readers of 
the story. The spoken interpretations of the collages are in 
turn dependent upon bo.th the visual communication system and the 
written. 

Finally, the student-made collage is illustrative of not only 
productive creativity, but of consumptive as well, in that those 
students who were able to interpret the collages successfully 
were those who had read the story creatively. Thus the necessity 
for becoming a creative ~eader is emphasized, becuase if the stu
dent cannot perceive the relationship between a bent bolt or a 
withered prune and the old man, he is no better off than the 
student who had never read the story. 

Neither a gimmick nor busy work, this method successfully 
incorporates nearly all of the concepts about communication which 
we believed the student should understand. 

An illustration of another concept which our Inservice group 
agreed that students should know (that meaning in written com
munication is dependent upon word order) was taken from a recent 
television program, The Strange Case of the English Language, in 
which commentator, Harry Reasoner, demonstrated how the position 
of a single word can affect sentence meaning. By inserting the 
word "only" into five different positions in a basic sentence 
such as, "I hit William in the nose," it is possible to give the 
sentence five distinct meanings. 

Only I hit William in the nose. 

I only hit William in the nose. 

I hit only William in the nose. 

I hit William only in the nose. 

I hit William in the nose only. 

such exercises make it readily apparent to the student that 
meaning here depends entirely upon the position of the word 

"only." 

Nowhere is the need for student understanding that interpre
tation of symbols is dependent upon some agreement between the 
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sender and the receiver more evident than in composition work. 
agreed at the seminar that a most frequent flaw in student com W~ r 
tion, the failure to adequately develop general statements isP~51 -J 
to the student's assumption that he is writing only for th~ tea-ue • 
cher. Since the teacher, through some kind of clairvoyance alre d 
knows what the student means, the student sees it as unnecessaryatyol 
provide frames of reference. 

I 
1 

the j 
One teacher suggested a means to demonstrate to the student 

need for an awareness of his audience and his responsibility to 
that aud~ence. She informed her classes that not only would she 
read their papers, but that they were to be placed in the school 
library along with other reference materials, and consequently the 
t~emes wou~d have to be clear to any other student at any other 
time--not Just to her. 

Another more immediate way of emphasizing the importance of 
awareness of audience is to select two themes from each set have 
them reproduced, and distribute them to the class for comme~t. 
The students are quick to point out vagueness, and their demand 
to kno~ "Whaddyuh mean by that," is far more effective in getting 
the_ writer to understand the need for providing the necessary 
background and support for his statements, than is a comment 
written by the teacher indicating a need for "antecedent" or 
"support." 

An awareness of the concepts about communication outlined here 
have frovided me with a guideline in determining which aspects of 
any given content are to be emphasized, and have enabled me to 
show that unless we understand how something is being said, we 
cannot understand fully what is being said. I realize now what 
had been "wrong" about my units on Frontier literature and the 
Struggle for Freedom. In emphasizing what the selection said I 
had largely ignored how it was being said. It is not surprising 
th~t I had drifted into teaching approaches which emphasized life 
adJustment rather than communication. 

This is not to say that I know now exactly what method is to 
be employe~ to point up which concept. Due to inadequate time, I 
do not believe that the groups at Waseca had opportunity to fully l 
appraise mo~t of the ideas about implementation which were presen
ted. Certainly there was no time to put them into actual practice. 
Were the teachers involved to reassemble now, after a period of I 
six months, for an interchange of thoughts, we would be able to ( 
evaluate our suggestions on implementation in light of experience.: 

This need for an exchange of ideas and reinforcement is acute: 
1bat I was able to make some attempt at altering the foCTls of Eng
lish in my classes is largely due to the accessibility of our 
instructor, Mrs. Lysne, with whom I share office space at Faribault 
Senior High School. Because of .constant communication between us, r 
I was encouraged to explore a variety of procedures and was able 
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to obtain immediate evaluation as to their effectiveness. Knowing 
the advantages of this instant feedback, I am concerned for those 
teachers present who were the sole representative of their parti
cular school system. I wonder how many of them, upon returning 
to their classrooms, were able to put into effect the concepts 
which we developed, lacking as they did any kind of external re
inforcement. I would hope that this could be achieved by some 
schedule of released time, whereby the schools would allow the 
participating teachers to reconvene at intervals for the sole 
purpose of discussing their successes and failures with one 
another. It is clear to me that the long range success and ef
fectiveness of such an Inservice Training Program must be depen
dent upon just such subsequent, frequent reinforcement. 

DEVELOPING ENGLISH DEPARTMENTS IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

By JAMES ELSENPETER 
De La Salle High School, Minneapolis 

There is a direct relationship, I believe, between the strer.gth 
of any particular English department in a secondary school and the 
excellence of that department's program. Anyone who is interested 
in organizing a strong English department should keep three prin
ciples in mind. First, as much authority and responsibility as 
possible for all that a department does should be put into the 
hands of the members of that department. Second, the duty of the 
chairman should be to assist or serve the teachers, to coordinate 
their work, to encourage them, and to give them worthwhile sug
gestions as to how they might accomplish their work. Third, the 
teachers themselves have two basic obligations; the first is to 
teach excellent courses and the second, and equally important, is 
to do the work necessary for their department to be a strong de
partment which offers an excellent program. If these three prin
ciples are followed, then responsibility for the success or fail
ure of the program of any particular English department is placed 
directly upon the shoulders of the teachers themselves. 

There are several areas in which work is, I feel, fundamental 
to the success of any p•articular English department, and I wish 
to show how we worked in these areas in our English department at 
De La Salle High School in Minneapolis. I must point out here 
that our school is quite autonomous; it has a great deal of free
dom in deciding upon its own operation, Also, our school is on 
flexible or modular scheduling which simplifies for us progress 
in these areas. Finally, our administrators are convinced that 
their obligation is not to impose duties upon the teachers but 
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